MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE

Make the Tecom choice

Why upgrade your existing Challenger solution

Why
Upgrade
As technology advances, so do the requirements of
businesses. In an ever-changing world of I.T. and Cloud
based solutions, your security solution must also be
able to keep up with these changes.
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The Tecom portfolio offers a
long term, sustainable solution

Is your current system designed to
support your potential growth?reative
The right solution will suport your current
needs and allow for uture business
growth.
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6 reasons to upgrade
Upgrading your existing Tecom solution to the latest hardware and software offers a number of key
benefits:
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Why TecomC4 and
ChallengerPlus is
the right choice for
your business, and
the impact on security
and management.
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Challenger hardware
Below are some great reasons why upgrading
to the latest Challenger panel is beneficial to
any business.

1. Installation cost savings
When moving to a new system, you need to consider the total cost
of all new hardware including the possibility of re-cabling.
ChallengerPlus is fully backwards compatible with existing version 8
peripherals – DGP’s, Door Controllers and RAS’s (Keypads), which
means you don’t have to replace all the existing hardware, just the
panel. It allows you to future proof your current Challenger Version 8
investment, giving you a technology refresh, access to new features
and allows you to plan and budget for future rollouts of new products
when you are ready.
Hardware footprint
The ChallengerPlus panel has the same dimensions as previous
panels, including the panel mounting holes, as well as cable
connections/positions, making installation easy which ultimately
reduces time and labour costs when upgrading.
Remote/Flash Upgrades
ChallengerPlus is flash upgradable – no more changing chips, which
results in less down time. Technicians can schedule updates when it
suits the organisation, allowing for business continuity and efficiency.
With the latest range of panels you can remotely manage firmware for
your ChallengerPlus and other devices from a central location.

2. Your current Challenger is at full capacity
Has your business grown beyond what your current security solution
can manage?
ChallengerPlus has increased scalability, with many features more
than twice the capacity of your Challenger v8 solution.
Simply swap out your existing security panel with the latest
Challenger with no need to replace your existing infrastructure.
Your investment is protected and you are also future-proofing your
business.
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3. ChallengerPlus prepares you for new communication paths
ChallengerPlus allows for multiple communication paths, giving you greater flexibility in how
and where the system events and alarms are monitored. Events and alarms can be sent
to the same, or a different control room via the chosen connection path. Utilising TCP/
IP gives greater flexibility in routing and network configuration, as well as offering greater
connection stability.

4. Monitoring Station options
ChallengerPlus gives you the freedom to utilise a wide range of monitoring stations for
different alarm types, such as duress and intrusion to one station, and critical event
monitoring to another. Your ChallengerPlus panel is always live and online to your
preferred monitoring station.

5. System backup
ChallengerPlus has an onboard SD card slot giving you the ability to provide local backup
of the database, as well as easy restoration of the panel configuration if required.
The latest Challenger solution also offers full power management thereby protecting
components from failure in the event of power outages, always allowing for the system to
communicate alarms and field failures

6. Variable end-of-line resistors
The ChallengerPlus Panel supports variable end of line resistors, which allows a retrofit
without changing all end of line resistors. Again, saving labour costs. The Tecom Data
Gathering Panel (TS1020) also has the option for variable End of Line resistors values,
allowing you to expand your system as well as saving on labour time and cost.

7. UltraSync compatibility
UltraSync allows remote connectivity and automation, helping deliver a secure security
solution to commercial and residential premises. With a secure IP connection, UltraSync
allows you to connect your Tecom solution to a central monitoring station of your choice.
With the UltraSync solution, you can manage multiple sites through a single application.
It also allows you to define different levels of access for different people. You can create
personalised schedules with the UltraSync+ app giving you the ability to control and
manage your site remotely.
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The latest hardware
solution allows you to
connect to a number
of key solutions and
periperals, giving you
greater flexibility.
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Expanded solutions
Touch Screen

The Tecom Touch Screen
RAS offers a modern, friendly
interface that makes operation of
the Challenger system intuitive
for end users.
It also offers other unique
features such as scramble
keypad and customisable
home screens (i.e. display your
company logo on the RAS itself).

Cloud solution
UltraSync connects everything
that is happening between the
installer, central monitoring
station, push and mail services
management, and providers,
as well as alarm handling and
prevention.
While the importance of secure
connectivity over internet is
widely understood and agreed
upon, the reality is often
different. UltraSync makes sure
the connectivity is secure at all
times.

Open Platform Software

ChallengerPlus allows you to connect to the powerful TecomC4
software Management Solution – one simple interface
controlling multiple systems.
TecomC4 is a smart way to drive simplicity, giving you the
flexibility to manage your entire operation from a single
interface. Manage and control your site, whether on-site or
remotely, all of your security needs ranging from intrusion
detection to access control and video surveillance with
TecomC4 management software.

Web Management

Web Management System
is an engineered solution,
offering full audit, reporting
and asset management of your
ChallengerPlus systems.
Talk to your local representative
today for a demonstration
and discuss your reporting and
compliance requirements.

Smart Phone App

The TecomPlus Mobile app,
available from Apple and Google
stores, allows you to control
your Challenger system via your
preferred device.
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R EQ U E S T A D E M O

Visit the website at
www.firesecurityproducts.com.au to learn
more or to request a demonstration
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The TecomC4
Management Solution
With technology
always changing
and site
requirements
always being more
challenging a
efficient, open
platform and
easy to use
management
system is always
demanded.

•

Are you managing user access cards

•

Are incompatible devices from multiple

Key benefits

to manage?

•

An intuitive graphical user interface,
able to provide dynamic floor plans

•

Only one interface for multiple
tasks: Access Control, Digital Video
and Intrusion Detection.

•

One uniform way to provide user
access rights, regardless of the type
of security system.

•

The ability to register and track
visitors contributes to the safety
and the security of personnel and
building property.

•

So Why TecomC4?

•

Ability to create and customise
reports in real-time, thanks to
advanced reporting capabilities

environment with clearly defined

•

Real time client synchronisation and
automatic saving of changes

Do you need access to security

•

Automatic control of devices based
on events

while travelling?

•

Scalable to multiple sites and
multiple users

•

Efficient alarm handling

•
•

and codes on multiple devices?

manufacturers costing time and money
Are you managing remote locations or
multiple offices?

Are you able to manage all security

permissions of an employee within a
couple of minutes?

•

Does your work depend on instant and

•

Do you often need to locate video

•

Do you need to synchronize the time

accurate data from security devices?
recordings based on an incident?

among all your security devices for
accurate audits?

Do you require a multi-operator
permissions?

•

R EQ U E S T A D E M O

Visit the website at
www.firesecurityproducts.com.au to
learn more or to request a
demonstration

information from a remote location or

If you answered YES to any
of these questions then
TecomC4 is just the solution
you need.
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The Tecom Solution.

It’s the right solution.
C O N TA C T S :
Customer Service
Te l : + 6 1 3 9 2 3 9 1 2 0 0
cs@firesecurityproducts.zendesk.com
OFFICE:
10 Ferntree Place
Notting Hill, Vic 3168
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